An Lianag
Date: AUTUMN 2016

THE PLANS BECOME REALITY

Over 40 people attended the Open Day, visiting the site in scheduled groups, to see how the drawings produced by
the architects (below) were becoming reality through the hard work of the contractor Compass Ltd. CDI is very
grateful to Compass for agreeing to allow these scheduled visits during their working day, and architect Wil Tunnel
for leading the visits. As Compass is legally responsible for the site until the construction finishes, the visits had to
take place during the day, so anyone who was unable to attend the Open Day has another opportunity to see the
building at the AGM in An Crùbh on 1st December at 7pm See inside for details.
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PROJECT
DEVELOPMENT OFFICER

The shop space being taped and filled a month ago. Behind the scaffolding will be the shop and PO counters. The doorway leads to the
PO sorting office. To contribute to ideas for what products the shop
should stock, please consider volunteering for the Shop Working
Group or the Trading Subsidiary. See Page 9

Camuscross & Duisdale Initiative
is looking for a

Business Development Manager
Do you have the drive, initiative and vision to lead the development of
a shop & PO, café and community hall in the new An Crùbh community hub in Sleat, South Skye?
With experience of how to build a successful business, marketing,
and managing staff and budgets,

Hours: Negotiable, up to 0.8 FTE
Remuneration: £30,120 pro rata
Deadline 12 noon 28th November 2016 by CV and letter explaining suitability for the job. Interviews 5th December 2016
For more information and job description see www.camuscross.org
To discuss, contact Susan Walker on
susancamuscross@gmail.com or Tel 01471833274

Fiona Begg was appointed
as the self-employed Project Development Officer in March 2016 and
has been working incredibly hard
for us since then. Fiona brings a
wealth of experience having studied
architecture and is actively involved
in community development as well
as being a board member in Lochalsh. She has acted as a liason
between CDI, the design team and
Compass Ltd, the contractors. She
has had a whole series of very challenging things to deal with over the
course of the project but has dealt
with them all with energy and determination. We have been very lucky
to have so many dedicated professionals determined to make the project work

AMBITIOUS PERSON
WANTED
We are currently recruiting for a
Business Development Manager.
This is a key position and we are
looking for an ambitious, motivated, experienced person who
can make An Crùbh a success.
We need someone who has
personal ambition but also ambition to make our new community
facility a financial, cultural and
social success.
It will be their job to lead
and oversee the development of
sound business and financial processes, to recruit managers to run
the shop and café, to work with
the community to develop a wide
range of activites in the hall, to
develop marketing and business
ideas to promote An Crubh, attract
customers and “put it on the map”.
If you know anyone who
might be interested in this position, please let them know
and encourage them to apply.
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KEEPING THE POST OFFICE IN OUR COMMUNITY
When Flora Anne MacDonald approached
director Elaine Smith to say she wished to retire
and to ask if the PO could be relocated in the new
community facility, we were delighted as we realised this was an exciting opportunity to bring more
community services under one roof.
Elaine Smith led the application process.
When she discovered that the PO no longer allows
any relocating post offices to be sited in an individual’s private home, and that they must be sited in a
retail business, we realised that unless we were successful in our bid to take over the running of the
PO when Flora Ann retired, this service would be
lost to our community.
This put added pressure on Elaine as she
worked on the lengthy application to the PO. After
a number of months of conversation with the PO,
we were invited to submit a detailed online application showing business plan, proposed opening
hours, finances and staffing arrangements. This
started a process with various deadlines. This first
stage was approved, to our relief, and then Elaine
and Susan Walker had to give a presentation to a
senior manager in Inverness. He approved this
stage and we then waited to get formal approval
and to move on to the issuing of the contract.

Meanwhile, Elaine was negotiating with
Royal Mail to be allowed to keep the mail sorting
within the community. The mail sorting was not necessarily tied to running the post office, and if we
were not approved, this would mean the postmen
having to do their sorting in another post office, such
as Broadford, and in people from throughout Sleat
having to travel to that post office to pick up a parcel
if the postman had been unable to deliver it. Meanwhile, throughout this application, Elaine had the
hard job of finding out all of the Royal Mail and Post
Office building specifications for the counter, security systems and the mail sorting office, as this
needed to be incorporated into the building contract,
otherwise it would have meant very costly alterations
to the building once the building was complete.
So we have now signed a contract with the
Post Office, the mail sorting has been approved and
we are now waiting for the public consultation period
to be complete.
We are very grateful to Flora Anne MacDonald for offering us this opportunity, for working
with us as we went through the lengthy application
process, and for being willing to delay her own retiurement to allow us to keep the post office in our
community. And of course well done to Elaine for all
her very hard work. The Post Office stays!

This part of the building will contain the shop, post office, post office sorting room, store and café kitchen
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The hall, toilets, showers, meeting room on the left, glass entrance from the car park in the middle, shop and
post office, store and sorting room on the right. The building is clad in a mixture of stonework, rendered
block and wood. The door in the wood-clad gable end leads into the shop store. There will be a bin area in
front of it, sheltered and hidden by a stone wall section and wooden fencing.

An Crùbh nearing completion. The hall is the high section in the middle, with toilets and showers in
the flat-roofed section with the stone frontage. The glass entrance to the right of that leads to the foyer,
café, hall, and small meeting room, the shop and post office entrance is to the right, just out of the picture, and the boiler room, housing the woodchip boiler is in the extension on the far left. The boiler will
use wood chip from Sleat Community Trust’s community-owned and managed forest.
An Crùbh nearing completion. The hall is the high section in the middle, with toilets and showers in
the flat-roofed section with the stone frontage. The glass entrance to the right of that leads to the foyer,
café, hall, and small meeting room, the shop and post office entrance is to the right, just out of the picture, and the boiler room, housing the woodchip boiler is in the extension on the far left. The boiler will
use wood chip from Sleat Community Trust’s community-owned and managed forest.
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NEW FUNDRAISING GROUP
The Fundraising Group is close to its target of raising £6,000 which is the community’s contribution towards the
costs of An Crùbh. It is also trying to fundraise for children’s play equipment for the area in front of An Crùbh.

Once the turf had been cut for the community building back in January, a few of us decided
to get together to help with raising the funding
commitment of CDI and hopefully go beyond that
to raise money for the extra fitting out requirements
that would make the building a real success. We
had an idea to aim for £20,000, well, why not, “if
you don’t look up you don’t see the stars”
The group consists of, in no particular order, Emma, Siusaidh, Mary, Sheila, Colleen, Marrion & Sara. There are others who are available to
help but can’t make all the meetings which are held
every couple of months or so.
So far this year in January we held a competition to design a Christmas card for the nursery
& pre school children from Camuscross and Duisdale – sales are going well. Our next event was a
Pre-Loved clothes sale which raised over £350. Another fundraising idea was to create a community
wall hanging for An Crùbh made up of 5” squares,
a fiver per square. We had a busy afternoon in May
making the first few but this is ongoing, feel free to
join us at the next square bashing afternoon later
this month, date to be confirmed.
In June we held a delicious Soup & Pudding
lunch on a clear sunny day raising nearly £300. In
July we had the Thursday Charity Café in Ardvasar
clearing £600, people were very generous.

This was swiftly followed by Made in the
Bay which was open to anyone creative in Camuscross and Duisdale taking a table at the Made in
Sleat exhibition at the end of July. This proved very
popular taking nearly £600 with a percentage going
into the funds and we have decided to take a table at
the Plockton High School Christmas Fair on Saturday 26th November.
The group is also very grateful to Pam Carter
who raised the incredible sum of £4,500 by generously donating an original painting along with other
prizes for a raffle to combine with her 25 years as a
local exhibitor at Talla Dearg as well as a demonstration of her oil painting techniques to an appreciative audience.
August saw another Square making afternoon kindly hosted by The Handspinner Having Fun
at the Old Pier in Broadford.
The fundraising group has had to postpone
its ceilidh/dance on December 1st involving the students at Sabhal Mor Ostaig – but plans to organise a
new event next year, in An Crùbh.
Fundraising will continue into 2017 and any
future help would be gratefully accepted, please get
in touch with either Siusaidh on 833714 or Emma on
833475, and don’t forget the Christmas Cards for
sale at any time, and at the Christmas Craft Fair in
Talla Dhuisdeil on Saturday 26th November.

Some of the beautiful five
inch fabric squares being
made by talented individuals from Camuscross
and Duisdale and beyond.
The squares will then all
be sewn together to make
a large, completely unique
community hanging for
An Crubh.
If you would like to get
involved and contribute
your creativity to this project, contact Emma on
833475.
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WORKING HARD FOR OUR COMMUNITY

The Made in the Bay display of work by people in
Camuscross and Duisdale, as part of the Made in
Sleat exhibition in July.

Many hands make light work. The fundraising group
package up Christmas cards, with designs by local
children, following a workshop and competition, run
by the fundraising group last year. If you want to buy
some unique Christmas cards contact Siusaidh on
833714 or Emma on 833 475

Christmas Cards
Some of the delicious baking at the Charity Café in
June

It’s never too early!

Pam Carter Raffle raises £4,500

Designed by children from
Camus Chros & Duisdeal

Many thanks to Pam Carter for her brilliant initiative in organising the raffle. A fantastic £4500 was
raised for CDI! Well done and thank you to everybody who purchased a ticket or sold a ticket which
helped raise funds.
Results: First Prize of a small painting goes to
number 0691 (Pete Robson) 2nd prize of a framed
Giclee print goes to 0392 (Mike and Charlotte) 3rd
prize of a souvenir print goes to 0286 (Jane Puckering), 4th prize of a Set of Dunoon Pam Carter
Red Skies Mugs goes to 0371 (Louise Barham),
5th Prize of Book, Calendar and Cards goes to
0927 (Char Horne).

£5 for 6 cards

(3 x 2 of each design)

Gaelic on the front, English inside
Available from Siusaidh NicNeill, Emma Collins
or the Christmas Craft Fair in An Talla Dearg, or
Plockton High School, 26th Nov
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AN CRÙBH - A WORD ABOUT THE NAME
An Crùbh was the outright winner (by a long
way) when everyone was invited to vote on the
choice of names for our new building. Probably for
several reasons - it’s short, snappy and even a visitor from far away who’s never even heard of Gaelic
can’t go all that far wrong in pronouncing it.
Perhaps most of all, what it means fits really well. As
Farquhar MacLennan, who originally suggested An
Crùbh explains it, this is the word he remembers being used in Raasay for “the nave of a wheel”. If
you’re not sure what the nave is on a wheel, it’s the
essential part in the middle from which the spokes
and the axle extend. In another word, the hub. Neither nave nor crùbh are heard very often these days,
so it’s nice to give new life to a fine old word.
How do you say it?
Exactly as it’s
spelled…… Begin with cr, add a long u sound, and
finish with the sound that’s written bh in Gaelic or v
in English. As the meerkat would say, simples!
Does the accent on the u matter? Yes. The
length of a vowel is really important in Gaelic, and
just swapping between long and short on a single
vowel can completely change the meaning. Swapping an à for an a, for example, makes the difference
between ‘You annoyed me’ and ‘You put cheese on
me’. (Admittedly, one might lead to the other.) And
that’s far from the most embarrassing mistake you
could make over the length of a vowel. Fortunately,
Gaelic spelling makes it crystal clear - a vowel without an accent is clipped and short, and a vowel with
an accent over it is stretched out long. A close approximation in English spelling would be croove, but
that depends on your accent. An ù in Gaelic isn’t
your typical Scottish oo sound. An English accent is
more like it.
Are you sure you say the ‘bh’ at the end?
Farquhar is very clear on this too - yes, you do.

There are some Gaelic words where the sound
has been dropped, such as dubh (black), pronounced ‘du’. In a few cases this is down to local
dialect. For example, some dogs do their barking
(cobhartaich) with a ‘v’ sound in the middle and
some don’t!
What about that dialect thing, is there any
chance the traditional Sleat pronunciation could
be different to Raasay? Well, possibly. Donnie
MacKinnon thinks he recalls a word without the
final bh sound, meaning something with struts or
spokes coming out from it, which might be the
same word as Farquhar’s. The spelling doesn’t
rule it out. In fact crubh without an accent appears in some dictionaries and old texts, and
there are a few cases of words which are pronounced with a long vowel in some dialects and
short in others. So it’s possible. But the bottom
line is that An Crùbh is the right way to spell the
word as suggested by Farquhar and chosen by
the vote, so because we can’t be certain about
the Sleat version, it makes sense to go with this
spelling and pronunciation.
Finally, a few words that are not it. It’s not
cruth (short u, th silent) ‘shape, form’; it’s not
crudha (two syllables, cru followed by uh, the dh
is silent) ‘horse-shoe’; and it’s not craobh ‘tree’.
You’ll notice that the vowel looks completely different there, and it sounds different too. Just to
put the cap on it, when you add ‘the’ it becomes
a’ chraobh, not an craobh. Sleat has lots of lovely
craobhan, but only one An Crùbh.
An Crùbh will soon be opening its doors and here’s hoping it will be “am beul a’ bhaile” - in
the mouth of the village, or as they say it in English, what everyone’s talking about.

Your community needs
YOU
We need:
New directors for Camuscross & Duisdale Initiative,
Directors for a new trading subsidiary
Short term Working Group Members to help
develop ideas for the Shop, the Café and the Hall
Please speak to any CDI director to volunteer & please come to the AGM

AN LIANAG
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CAMUSCROSS & DUISDALE INITIATIVE AGM
1ST DECEMBER AN CRÙBH 7PM ALL WELCOME
If you are not yet a member please consider becoming one. This is your chance to be part of how CDI develops projects and initiatives for our community. Please come along to contribute your ideas, and please
consider standing as a director or as a member of a Working Group or a director of the new trading subsidiary that will run the shop and cafe. The more people who become actively involved, the more CDI will be
able to represent everyone’s views. With An Crùbh nearly built, CDI will be entering a new phase in its
development. The work of directors will no longer be big funding applications, but will be focused in making the new community facility deliver services for our community - for young and older, for people who
are isolated, for people who just want a chance to meet up or organise or attend workshops or events. We
can develop all sorts of activities, events and business and employment opportunities. Please get involved. If
someone does not live in our postcode areas, they can become an Associate Member and get involved.
Everyone is warmly invited to attend our first
AGM in our new community facility, on Thursday 1st December at 7pm in An Crùbh. This is
an exciting and very important stage in our progress as a community, and as a community trust.
Please come along to show your support and to
find out how you can contribute to making the
new community facility a success for our community and for the wider Sleat community
A Proxy Form and a Nomination Form for
new directors as well as membership forms are
available on www.camuscross.org or contact the
Company Secretary, David Collins.
Six years ago when we consulted on our
Township Development Plan, our community told
us its top priority was a new facility with a hall,
shop and cafe - An Crùbh will deliver that and
create jobs, opportunities, services, and support
for the whole community. We hope we can make
An Crùbh work both for our community and for
the wider community of Sleat and South Skye.
Many people outwith Camuscross and Duisdale
also want An Crùbh to be a success and want to
get involved, so we have extended the invitation
to the AGM beyond the membership to raise
awareness of what an amazing building we now
have here.
So we hope you will help us take the next
steps. How can you help?
New members - We would be delighted to
welcome new members, so please bring along any
family or friends who are not yet members. Depending on where they live, and their age, they
will be able to sign up on the door either as Ordinary Members, Junior Members, or Associate
Members or Friends. Membership forms are
available on our website www.camuscross.org or
from our Company Secretary David Collins, orspeak to any of our directors - contact details on

the back page.
Short-term working group members - to
contribute their skills and experience to working out
detailed plans for how the shop, cafe and hall will operate. We want to set up a Café Working Group, a
Shop & PO Working Group and a Hall Working
Group. So if you have experience or skills in any of
these please consider volunteering to contribute your
ideas for a few meetings over the next month or so.
New directors – we would love to find new
directors for Camuscross & Duisdale Initiative. Our
board is quite small at the moment, and some of our
directors have been on the board for a while, so new
directors would bring new skills, experience, knowledge and energy, and allow longstanding directors to
retire.
If any member (or person who is eligible to
become a member) wishes to stand for election to
the board their nomination should be in writing
signed by at least two other members and should
confirm their willingness to act as such if elected.
Nominations, which should be in the form attached,
should be handed to a director or returned to the
Company’s registered office at Barabhaig, Cruard,
Isle Ornsay, Isle of Skye IV43 8QT no later than the
24th November 2016
New directors for the trading subsidiary which will run the cafe, shop and PO. We need energetic people with skills in retail, or catering, or budget
or staff management, or human resources or marketing.
Please note: An Crùbh is still under construction both inside and outside - we are very grateful to
Compass Construction Ltd for opening up the building. We might not have access to all areas, but will
be able to see much of the building. We must conclude the meeting by 9pm. Please try to share lifts if
you can, and take care parking and walking from
your car to the building.
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Leugh E

Do you love reading? do you enjoy discussing books you’ve read?
If so, come along to Leugh E
We read a variety of books, fiction and non-fiction and meet
approximately every month for a lively discussion.
Opinions sometimes differ – but that adds to the fun!
Please get in touch with Marrion Grant
mandigrant@btinternet.com

HARVEST TIME IN CAMUSCROSS
Photo taken in 1928 of Donald MacInnes from Airor assisting his sister-in-law, RachelMackinnon, harvesting oats on the croft at no. 40 Camuscross.
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FROM CAMUSCROSS TO NEW YORK PART 3
Carolyn Heasley concludes her account of her
grandmother, Christina Mackinnon’s attempts to
adapt to life in New York after she joined her husband, Neil, there.
My grandmother had visitors who would
come to see her. There were the two Jimmy’s. One
a tall Jim and the other a short Jim. There was Mrs
Stewart or Mrs Macmanus. Or Roy Stevenson
when his Cunard line ship was in. All Scots. There
were times when my grandmother’s knees were
bad and I would run upstairs and then run down her
staircase so that her visitors would be let into her
front door. Or I would go upstairs to run down and
get her mail. Oh and the excitement when those
thin almost onion skinned blue envelopes would
arrive from the “other side”. I knew how happy this
would make my grandmother because it would be
from one of her sisters, Rachel, Lizzie or Maggie,
with news. I knew that her only visit back to Skye
had been with her daughters, Elizabeth and Ina
when they stayed in no. 40.
Of course living in Grandma’s house meant
I could get to see all my aunts and cousins as well
when they came to visit. I learned to put the kettle
on very soon after someone’s arrival. I learned to
make tea properly by hotting the pot first. I learned

hospitality required offering something to eat even if
the visitor only had time for a spot of tea.
Aunt Maggie’s visit was wonderful for my
grandmother and for all of us. The McCarthy hearings were going on at the time and they were glued
to the TV watching and discussing it. Although I
can’t remember the content of their conversations, I
loved any excuse to be around them. I remember
feeling close to Maggie. Both she and my grandmother had a quiet presence that to a child was comforting.
I grew up with a grandmother who I knew to
be very interested in current events both in the newspapers and TV. We were able to watch Elizabeth’s
coronation. Poppy was active in local politics and
was a Republican. Grandma told me she deemed
herself a Rockefeller Republican which to me meant
she was more liberal. Although it took some armtwisting by my aunt to get my grandmother to accept
Medicare once it went into effect. She also enjoyed
westerns just as she enjoyed watching them on TV.
If I was going to the library, she would ask me to
pick up a western or two.
What was most evident to me in my grandmother was her strong faith. It wasn’t an easy faith
but one that she worked on. If I would run upstairs
to say goodnight, I might come
upon her, her long hair taken
down from a bun, brushed and
braided, lying in bed and reading
the Bible. She often read from
the Psalms. An important verse
for her was “ Trust in the Lord
with all thine heart and lean not
to thine own understanding; in
all thy ways acknowledge Him
and He shall direct thy path”. I
think she held on to that verse as
it took a certain courage to leave
her home and family and follow
her husband to America, creating
her own family of 5 daughters,
12 grandchildren, 27 great
grandchildren and many great
great grandchildren.

Margaret MacKinnon relaxing with her sister, Christina in America in the 1950s
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www.camuscross.org

www.facebook.com/camuscrossandduisdale
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CAMUSCROSS & DUISDALE INITIATIVE DIRECTORS
Chair:
Director
Company Secy

Susan Walker Tel 01471833274
Mark Wringe, Tel 01471833219 Admin Secretary
malcolm.skye@phonecoop.coop
markwringe@me.com
Membership
Secy
Elaine
Smith Tel 01471833305
Laura Stephen Tel 01471833401
elainesmith99@btopenworld.com
David Collins Tel 01471 833475
Minutes Secretary Rory Flyn
Tel 01471844297
barabhaig@gmail.com
Susan Walker (shared)
Treasurer:
Innes Grant Tel 01471833252

CDI IS YOUR COMMUNITY TRUST - WE WANT TO HEAR WHAT YOU THINK
Please contact any director to ask questions, tell us what you think about what
we’re doing, ask about events, activities, make suggestions, or raise an agenda
point for a board meeting, or to ask how become a member or board member

CAMUSCROSS & DUISDALE INITIATIVE
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
All welcome
An Crùbh
1st December 7pm
also
The Story So Far
Slide Show by Architect Tamsin Cunningham
Discussion Groups about how to develop the Shop Café and Hall
All Ordinary, Associate and Junior members welcome.
If you are not yet a member, come along and join up on the night.
Bring your family, friends or neighbours
We are inviting people who do not live in our postcode area of benefit who might be
able to help us develop An Crùbh for the benefit of our community and the wider
community of Sleat and South Skye

DAVID ASHFORD SAVES THE DAY!
A big thank you to David Ashford for intervening to prevent what might have turned out to be a
sticky situation. One afternoon last month he noticed
a large lorry trying to make the turn to Camuscross at
David’s house. The lorry driver was apparently bringing building supplies to Compass for An Crùbh, and
was attempting to get to Cruard! David was able to
persuade the driver he must have made a mistake, and
after much maneovering to turn at Hotel Eilean Iarmain the lorry eventually made it to the right site and
the right customer. According to David it’s hard to
imagine how the lorry would have extracted itself it
had gone further.

Thankfully, this is the only known incident of
site supplies leaving the main road and getting lost. Indeed, investigations revealed that this particular truck
was the last of three deliveries of windows to the contractor for An Crùbh. Why the first and second delivery
found their way without incident and the third went
astray is still a bit of a mystery.
On the wider issue, David points out that big
trucks on our small roads can be a problem - even when
they’re going where they are meant to. Have you had a
problem with a delivery truck? Have you got any ideas
about what could be done? David would be glad to hear
from you.
Photo: Malcolm Parsons

